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I’m a designer, researcher, and futurist from Toronto, Canada. 
I design products, companies, and movements that shape the world.



Hi, my name’s Andrew.
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My original research into design-led enterprise innovation was presented 
at the Design Management Institute’s ADM Conference and will be 
published in dmi:Journal, Volume 16 in December 2021. I have an 
M.Des in Strategic Foresight and B.Comm in Entrepreneurship and 
Strategy from OCAD U and Ryerson U and certificates in Transformation 
Design and New Venture Leadership from Kaospilot and MIT.

As an entrepreneur, I have founded a travel gear retailer, personal 
development platform, community app for newcomers to Canada, design 
thinking card game, space-themed content platform, nootropic 
supplement, and most notably, an agrotechnology startup PlantBox. As 
CEO of PlantBox, I led a team of seven through product discovery and 
validation. PlantBox was showcased at InnovateTO 150, the Ex’s 
Innovation Garage, and represented Canada at the International 
Business Model Competition in Provo, UT. My three years in 
the Canadian Armed Forces helped me build the leadership and 
perspective to guide new ventures with humanity and grit.

I am an IRONMAN 70.3 triathlete, aspiring gardener, startup mentor, and 
have been honoured with community leadership and entrepreneurship 
awards. I write creative short fiction, critical essays, such as The Marsh 
published in ON Nature, and on design, leadership, and strategy for my 
7.5k followers on Medium and a 500,000+ global audience.

I’m an award-winning designer, strategist, futurist, and social 
entrepreneur from Toronto, Canada. I’ve founded four startups, 
published several publications, and my writing has been read by 
500,000+ people. It’s nice to meet you. 
 
I’m a founding member of the Innovation team at OMERS; a CAD 100B+ 
defined benefit pension serving 500,000+ Ontarians with a secure 
retirement income. At OMERS, I led The Business of Aging – a holistic 
reimagining of the role of a pension in members’ lives across their core 
needs and journey, involving 40+ ethnographic member and expert 
interviews, market research, concept design, and systems and futures 
thinking. I also led VoiceTech 2030, a partnership with OMERS Ventures, 
exploring trends, scenarios, future opportunities, leading to 30+ inbound 
investment opportunities and significant brand value. 
 
Before OMERS, I worked as a designer and foresight strategist on 
projects spanning healthcare, the built environment, sustainability, and 
community empowerment, and have built a speculative VR game, 
experiential installations, and “future of…” perspectives for a top-four 
consultancy. The Association of Professional Futurists recognized my 
work on the Future of Personalized Healthcare, which in 2019 (pre-
COVID-19) brought a post-pandemic Canadian airport to life.



EXPERIENCE

GET IN TOUCH

EDUCATION
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awalls63@gmail.com

andrewjwalls.com

@andrewjwalls

DESIGN APPRENTICE
2018-2019 | Art & Science
‣ Successful public launch of award-winning experiential installation 

The Orpheum, culminating in over 3,000 unique user interactions. 
‣ Co-developed a lead generation, proof-of-concept VR game A.Void.

COMBAT ENGINEER, CORPORAL
2015-2018 | Canadian Armed Forces, 32 CER

OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
2014-2015 | Enactus Ryerson

FREELANCE
2013-2019 | Various
‣ Various design, strategy, and innovation projects.

DESIGN RESEARCHER, FUTURIST
2019-2021 | OMERS
‣ Founding member of an innovation function in a top-100 global 

financial institution. Exposure to C-level and board leadership. 
‣ Led 45+ member interviews, 40+ internal and external expert 

interviews, and the design of 40+ product and innovation 
concepts for technology, service, and investment audiences.

FORESIGHT STRATEGIST
2019-2020 | Quantumrun
‣ Ghostwrote 100+ scenarios with analysis for a top-four consultancy.

CEO, CO-FOUNDER
2017-2018 | PlantBox
‣ Co-founded and launched an agrotechnology startup. 
‣ Oversaw operations, funding, strategy, recruitment, and overall 

leadership of a seven-person startup.

MASTER OF DESIGN | Strategic Foresight & Innovation 
2018-2020 | OCAD University

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE | Entrepreneurship & Strategy 
2014-2018 | Ryerson University

CERTIFICATE | Transformation Design
2021 | Kaospilot

CERTIFICATE | New Venture Leadership 
2018 | Massachusetts Institute of Technology

CORE SKILLS
01. DESIGN RESEARCH
02. CONCEPT & SERVICE DESIGN
03. BUSINESS & PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
04. FORESIGHT & INNOVATION STRATEGY
05. WORKSHOPPING & FACILITATION
06. WRITING & STORYTELLING

Read on for a deep-dive into my perspective, practices, 
and experiences across each of these six core skills.



CORE SKILLS | 01. DESIGN RESEARCH
Exploring the thoughts, feelings, and beliefs of people and experts to generate data and surface human-led insights and systemic contexts.
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OVERVIEW
I’ve led hundreds of interviews with customers, experts, and stakeholders and 
conducted in-person fieldwork and intercept testing. I leverage tools, such as 
Miro, Excel, and MaxQDA, to gather, sort, code, and synthesize insights.

KEY PRACTICES
‣ Research & Experiment Design
‣ Interviewing & Fieldwork
‣ Ethnography & Anthropology
‣ Behavioural Science & Sociology

RELATED PROJECTS
‣ THE SECRET LIFE OF STREETS: I co-led a study into the formation of 

social connections in public spaces.
‣ RETHINKING RETIREMENT: I designed and executed a study involving 17 

in-depth interviews hosted in OMERS members’ homes and communities.
‣ DESIGN-LED INNOVATION: I interviewed 11 innovation leaders and 

practitioners, gathered and analyzed 283 innovation tools, and reviewed 
200+ academic and professional publications to design a comprehensive 
system for designing enterprise innovation functions. This original research 
was presented at the Design Management Institute’s ADM Conference and 
will be published in the dmi:Journal, Volume 16 in December 2021. A gigamap showing a visual relationship across insights gathered into the relationship between  

physical space and social activity [SEE IT FULL-SIZE].

https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/SecretLifeOfStreets_Gigamap.pdf


CORE SKILLS | 02. CONCEPT & SERVICE DESIGN
Identifying, validating, and piloting core and transformative concepts into new or improved programs, products, or strategic initiatives.
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OVERVIEW
Across a range of physical, digital, and service-based concepts, I’ve ideated, 
prototyped, developed, and launched new products and programs and 
improved existing ones, using tools like Figma and UserZoom.

KEY PRACTICES
‣ Usability Testing & UX
‣ Journey Mapping & Service Blueprinting
‣ Visualizations & Mockups
‣ Value Proposition, Prototype, & Pilot Design

RELATED PROJECTS
‣ 51% - DESIGNING A WOMEN-LED CO-WORKING SPACE: I co-led a 

design project to develop and prototype a solution that addresses the needs 
of women and girls in major cities, involving service modelling, concept 
visualization, and presenting our concept for investment. 

‣ RE-IMAGINING THE RETIRED MEMBER EXPERIENCE: At OMERS, I 
partnered with stakeholders across the pensions business to modernize the 
retired member experience, including building present and future state journey 
maps through workshops with product and member experience teams.

‣ OMERS.COM USABILITY: Working with OMERS’ product owners, I designed 
and conducted 20+ interviews over two phases into the OMERS’ online 
experience, including merging OMERS.com and myOMERS (OMERS’ 
member services platform).

A business model map indicating the 
connections and impacts of 51%’s business 
model [SEE THE FULL PITCH].

A service blueprint of the front- and back-
stage components of 51%.

https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/51_Percent_Presentation.pdf


CORE SKILLS | 03. BUSINESS & PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
Connecting today’s realities with tomorrow’s possibilities to drive growth and transformation alongside stakeholders and key partners.
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OVERVIEW
Driven by my experience with technology startups, emerging technologies, 
and human-centered organizations, I’m skilled at identifying relevant 
opportunities and moving people and systems towards capturing them.

KEY PRACTICES
‣ Business & Financial Modelling
‣ Market Research & Partnerships
‣ Metrics & KPIs
‣ Product Development & MVPs

RELATED PROJECTS
‣ STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CRAFT ONTARIO: For Ontario’s 

craft not-for-profit, I co-led their annual strategy process involving a shift to 
online distribution, targeted services, and community building.

‣ PLANTBOX - BUILDING AN AGROTECHNOLOGY STARTUP: I co-
founded and led a seven-person startup into the booming vertical and urban 
farming industries. We built partnerships and retail channels, sought 
funding, developed prototypes, and built a brand.

‣ A.VOID - CREATING AN INNOVATIVE VR GAME: As lead narrative 
designer, I supported the development of a virtual reality (VR) video game.

‣ PROJECT MERCURY - PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT STARTUP: Based 
on an in-depth study of population aging I led at OMERS, I designed and 
tested a mobile app concept involving self-actualization exercises and a 
lifestyle coaching services platform.

A set of strategic opportunities for Craft 
Ontario sorted by focus areas and time 
horizon to inform an implementation 
roadmap [SEE THE FULL REPORT].

A set of principles for Craft Ontario to follow 
throughout and after the implementation 
roadmap to ensure continued strategy-
ecosystem fit.

https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/CraftOntario_Report.pdf


CORE SKILLS | 04. FORESIGHT & INNOVATION STRATEGY
Envisioning bold, pragmatic futures grounded in socio-cultural, political, and technological change to inspire action and drive impact.
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OVERVIEW
I’m a skilled futurist who can scan for signals and trends, design compelling 
scenarios, and help organizations navigate change by informing strategy, curating 
and pursuing new opportunities, and telling stories that bring everyone along.

KEY PRACTICES
‣ Horizon Scanning & Scenario Design
‣ Organization Design & Change Management
‣ Systems Thinking
‣ Strategic Modelling

RELATED PROJECTS
‣ VOICETECH 2030: I led a partnership with OMERS Ventures, exploring trends, 

scenarios, and future opportunities in voice technologies, leading to significant 
brand value and 30+ inbound investment opportunities.

‣ THE FUTURE OF PERSONALIZED HEALTHCARE: I co-led a study into 
personalized healthcare and the strategic implications for 23andMe.

‣ INNOVATION STRATEGY FOR KINGSPAN: I co-led a ten-year strategy exercise 
for the Irish construction materials supplier Kingspan. Our strategy was broken 
into gated milestones involved a shift towards services, value-based pricing, 
sustainability, and urban analytics.

‣ DISRUPTION SCENARIOS: I ghostwrote 100+ scenarios for a top-four 
consultancy's future of work exploration.

‣ THE FUTURE OF PENSIONS: I led of proof-of-practice study into the road ahead 
for pension funds globally, which was shared with the OMERS C-Suite and Board.

A scenario and accompanying future artifact 
that detail one of four possible worlds we 
explored at the intersection of varying voice 
industry concentrations and human-
machine relationships [SEE THE FULL 
REPORT].

An image taken from an experiential future 
we designed bringing 30+ stakeholders 
through a post-pandemic airport set in 
2050. This project was recognized by the 
Association of Professional Futurists [SEE 
THE FULL REPORT OR WATCH THE 
VIDEO EXPERIENCE].

https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/VoiceTech-2030_final_external.pdf
https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/VoiceTech-2030_final_external.pdf
https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/The-Future-of-Personalized-Healthcare.pdf
https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/The-Future-of-Personalized-Healthcare.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhX6bK2qe2k&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DhX6bK2qe2k&feature=youtu.be


CORE SKILLS | 05. WORKSHOPPING & FACILITATION
Designing experiences that educate, engage, and inspire leaders, talent, and stakeholders towards a bold, new future.
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OVERVIEW
As the co-founder and founding member of several startups and an enterprise 
innovation team, I’ve coached and led new initiatives and brought along partners 
from the business and ecosystem through workshops and change programs.

KEY PRACTICES
‣ Workshop & Experience Design
‣ Co-Creation & Sprints
‣ Coaching & Training Programs
‣ Mentoring & Leadership

RELATED PROJECTS
‣ EVERYDAY HEROES - ROLE PLAY AS AN INNOVATION RESEARCH 

METHOD: I co-led an exploration into using role play to conduct innovation 
research. In this instance, we hosted a solutions workshop where various 
stakeholders we served embodied relevant change personas.

‣ THE FUTURE OF WORK(SHOP): I co-designed and facilitated a workshop for 
40+ OMERS’ student employees, involving setting up tooling, designing intro to 
foresight Miro boards and presentations, and facilitating the experience.

‣ FORESIGHT @ OMERS: I co-led the build of a new-to-OMERS foresight 
team, including designing new tools, like our Signals Database, shareable 
materials, like our Foresight @ OMERS package, and leading projects that 
help socialize and demonstrate value for the program, like VoiceTech 2030.

A workshop facilitation visual. Each participant was assigned a character and role to play, 
which helped the team collectively embody the different viewpoints involved in civic issues 
[SEE THE ENTIRE PACKAGE].

https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/EverydayHeroes_Presentation.pdf


CORE SKILLS | 06. WRITING & STORYTELLING
Crafting stories, artifacts, and moments that help stakeholders bridge today’s constraints with tomorrow’s possibilities.
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OVERVIEW
As an experienced short fiction, critical, academic and professional essayist 
and report writer, I’ve published multiple publications, such as Design-Led 
Innovation in dmi:Journal and built a global audience of 500,000+ readers.

KEY PRACTICES
‣ Report & Deck-Making
‣ Keynotes & Public Speaking
‣ Experiential Futures & Artifacts
‣ Journalism & Fiction Writing

RELATED PROJECTS
‣ THE ORPHEUM - BRINGING LIGHT & SOUND TO LIFE: I supported the 

design and successful public launch of award-winning experiential 
installation The Orpheum, culminating in over 3,000 unique user interactions.

‣ THE FUTURIAN - FUTURES JOURNALISM: Alongside the European 
Futures Observatory, I’ve published long-form critical essays exploring 
topics, such as government’s post-pandemic response and re-wilding.

‣ THE BUSINESS OF AGING: As population aging shifts Canadian society, I 
led an exploration into how OMERS’ might respond, including 40+ new 
concepts and scenarios detailing the ideal outcomes possible across 
OMERS members’ five core needs. I wrote and presented 5 reports 
spanning the business, ecosystem, people, opportunities, and futures.

A branding poster hung alongside the 
Orpheum experience [SEE MORE 
OR EXPERIENCE IT YOURSELF].

I’ve been recognized as a Top Writer on Medium and 
Quora. I publish on design, leadership, and strategy for my 
7.5K followers and on publications, such as The Startup 
and The Futurian [SEE MORE].

https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/TheOrpheum_Posters.pdf
https://www.andrewjwalls.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/TheOrpheum_TeaserVideo.mp4
https://medium.com/@andrewjwalls


I'm driven by a better future, where we've solved the greatest challenges 
that face us today. It's what unites my varied experiences, from founding 
an agrotechnology startup fighting for food independence to reshaping 
how a top-100 global financial institution serves Ontarians and society.
 
Together, we can design what’s next and lead a future of collective 
power, prosperity, and purpose. Get in touch and let’s discuss how.

This is just the beginning… 

Sincerely, 
Andrew James Walls

awalls63@gmail.com | andrewjwalls.com | @andrewjwalls


